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Convergence Rates of Parabolic Difference Schemes
for Non-Smooth Data*

By Vidar Thomée and Lars Wahlbin

Abstract. Consider the approximate solution of the initial-value problem for a parabolic

system by means of a parabolic finite difference scheme of accuracy p. The main result of

the present paper is essentially that for positive time and v in Wi" with 1 < s < ¡i, the error

in the maximum norm is Oih*) for small mesh-widths h.

0. Introduction.   Consider the initial-value problem for the heat equation

(0.1) du/dt = d2u/dx\       x £ R,    t > 0,

(0.2) u{x, 0) = v(x),

and a consistent single step finite-difference operator with constant coefficients,

(0.3) Ekv(x) =  Y. «.»(•* + jh),

which is accurate of order y. and parabolic in the sense of John (cf. Section 2).

The problem of estimating, for non-smooth initial data v, the rate of convergence

of the finite-difference solution Ek"v to the solution E(t)v of the continuous problem

for nk — task and h tend to zero while X = kh~2 is kept constant, has been discussed,

e.g. in John [5], Juncosa and Young [6], Hedstrom [7], Kreiss, Thomée and Widlund

[8], Löfström [9], Peetre and Thomée [10], Wasow [11], Widlund [12], [13]. In partic-

ular, it was proved by Löfström [9] that given 1 ^i »,0< j^ jí, there exists

a constant C such that, for nk > 0,

(0.4) \\Eîv- E(nk)v\\v g CA*||u||p...

Here 11 • 11„ and 11 • 11„, , denote the norms in Lp and in the Besov space Bvs, respectively

(cf. Section 1). This result was generalized by Widlund [13] to general systems with

variable coefficients which are parabolic in Petrovskiï's sense, and correspondingly

more general difference operators.

It was also proved in [9] that the estimate (0.4) is best possible in the sense that

if v is such that, for 0 < nk ^ T,

(0.5) \\Enku - E(nk)v\\v ^ Cii ,

then v belongs to Bv\

In the proof of this latter result, it is essential that the estimate (0.5) holds uniformly

for t = nk small. For p = œ, we shall treat the analogous question for t bounded
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away from zero. It was proved by Hedstrom [7] that the estimate (0.4) is still best

possible in the sense that there exists a function in BJ for which the error is bounded

below by a positive multiple of A' for a sequence of arbitrarily small h. For an indi-

vidual v, however, we shall now only be able to prove that the estimate (0.5) implies

that v belongs to B„'~l. We shall further show the positive result that, given 1 < s 2í p,

there exists a constant C such that, for nk > 0,

(0.6) ||£¡b - £(i!*)i>|L ̂  CA*(«*rl/a|M|i...

This result is of interest for instance when data have singularities only at a finite

number of points. Such a function in B„' may then belong to B,'+1, but not to B„'*'

for any e > 0 (cf. Example 1.1) so that the estimate (0.6) then shows an additional

power of h convergence rate in the maximum norm for t bounded away from zero.

In a special case, a similar result was proved by Juncosa and Young [6].

Following some preliminaries in Section 1, these results will be proved by Fourier

methods in Section 2. In Section 3, the estimate (0.6) is generalized to the more general

context treated by Widlund in [12] and [13]. The proof depends heavily on these papers.

In Kreiss, Thomée and Widlund [8], it was noticed that an appropriate smoothing

of nonsmooth initial data can improve the convergence rate for t bounded away from

zero. In Section 4, we combine the ideas of that paper with those of Section 3.

Throughout this paper, C and c denote large and small positive constants, respec-

tively, not necessarily the same at different occurrences.

1. Preliminaries.   We define the Fourier transform and its inverse on L¡(Rd) by

Stoß) = ß(ö =   Í exp(- i(x, !t))u(x) dx,       (x, {) =  ¿ x, f„

.TV*) -5(x) = (2r)_i j exp(f<*, {)MO <«.

This definition extends to tempered distributions, in particular, to L„, 1 ^ p g œ

(cf. [4, Chapter 1]).

We shall define the Besov spaces Bv' via a partition of unity on the dual Rd. An

equivalent definition in terms of moduli of continuity in Lv can be found in [9] (where

Bv' is denoted Bv' '") and a proof of the equivalence in [3].

Let ip be a nonnegative C" function with support in {£; \ < \i¡\ < 2} such that

2>(2"'i) =1    for   f * 0.

We set

n(ë) = ip(2~%,     y - 1,2. ... ,

*<>(£) = i - ¿ ¥>,(£)•
•■-i

Let 1 ^ p g oo and s > 0 be given. The space Bv' is the space of functions v in Lv

such that with p, = £,■ * r = .T-1^, û) (this notation will be used throughout this

paper) we have

| ML. = sup 2"' i MI |s < ».
(i0
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The parameter s measures the smoothness of the elements in Bp; the space Bv'

decreases as s increases and for s integer and any e > 0, we have Bv' D Wp' 3 Bv'+'

where WP' is the Sobolev space of functions with derivatives of orders up to and

including s in Lv. We notice that by the Sobolev embedding theorem, if p belongs

to B,' for some s > d, then v belongs to the set C0 of continuous functions which

vanish at infinity and there is a constant C such that ||p||„ ^ C\\v\\i,,.

For later reference, we present two one-dimensional examples.

Example 1.1.   Let x G Co" and x(0) ^ 0, and set, for u > 0,

X,(x) = x°x(x),       x è 0,

= 0, x < 0.

Then x,G Bp if and only if s ^ o- + /T1 as is easily seen using the equivalent norm

in BP in terms of moduli of continuity. Many functions in applications are linear

combinations of translates of functions of this type.

Example 1.2.   Let \p be such that $ ¡E C0"(0, 1), and set, for <r > 0,

Ux) = (¿ exp(;x2i)2-"W)>

so that

CD

&«) = £ 2~"¿(í - 2').

Notice that the supports of the different terms in $c are disjoint. It is easy to see

that, for any p, \¡/„ G Bp° if and only if s g a. This function is not likely to occur in

applications. For a a nonzero integer, D"~ 1\f/„ is continuous but Z)V, is nonexistent

a.e. (cf. [I, p. 265]).
We conclude this section with two elementary lemmas.

Lemma 1.1.    There exists a constant C such that, for any a G Co".

IIíTV)!!, g CM'a) |\v\\p,        p =  1, co,

where M(a) = (||a||2 max,„l=d ||öt,a||2)1/2.

Proof.   For a G Co", we have clearly o G L{ and, for p = 1, »,

\\5-\a6)\\„= ||d*»||, ¿ ||4||, ||p|L

Using Holder's inequality and Parseval's relation, we obtain

\\a\U =   f        \ä(x)\ dx +   [        \ä(x)\ \x\d \x\~d dx
•Mils« J\x\>i

Ú C\8d/2 \\a\\2 + S-d/2 max\\Daa\\\.

The lemma now follows by choosing, for a ^ 0,

5 =  Holl^'imax  \\Daa\\Y.

Lemma 1.2.    For a £î e0œ, we have
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\\S-\av)\U ú (2r)-d \\a\\x ||p|L

Proof.   We have here

||á*p||- ^ ||á||-||o||, $ (2r)-*||a||, IHIi-

2. The One-Dimensional Heat Equation. Consider the initial-value problem

(0.1), (0.2) with solution

u(x, t) = E(t)v(x) = ^Jp f exp (~(* "¡/r00 *

= 5-'(exp(-^2)ß)W.

Consider also the consistent finite-difference operator (0.3). Introducing its

characteristic function, which we assume to be analytic,

a(u>) =  £ a, exp(i»,

the discrete solution operator at t = nk can be represented as

É¡p = S'l(a(/0U).

We shall assume that Ek is accurate of order p so that

a(u) - exp(-Xco2) = r(w) = 0(|«|*+')    as co -» 0.

We shall also assume that £t is parabolic in the sense of John [5], i.e., that there

exists a constant c > 0 such that

|a(co)| ^ exp(—ceo2)    for \u\ í£ ir.

For the sake of completeness, we shall first give a proof of the sharpness of the

O(h') error estimate (0.4) for r ^ 0 when v is allowed to vary over BJ (cf. Hedstrom

[7, Theorem 10.2]).
Theorem 2.1. Let 0 < s ^ p, and t > 0. Then there exists a function c G £»'

such that

lim sup h" \\Enkv - E't)v\\a > 0.
h-*0;nk=l

Proof. Without loss of generality, we take t = 1. We choose p to be the function

\//, of Example 1.2, and set

•V» = \m- E(l))iML        nk = 1.

By Holder's inequality and application of (0.4) with p = 1, we obtain

4. h    ̂     «1,*«»,*    ̂     Ch,tœh.

The conclusion of the theorem hence follows if we can prove that

lim sup h~'eiih > 0.
/i^0

Using Parseval's relation, the definition of ■/», and the periodicity of a, we obtain

for any nonnegative integer m, with /m = (2m, 2™ + 1),
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(2.1)

el* = (2t)-1 J^ \a(hff - exp(-£2)|2 \f.(C)\* dl;

Z (27T)-1   /    |a(A{ - 27T)" - exp(-£2)|2 2-2s- \fa - 2m)\2 <%.

We now choose hm = (\nm) 1/2 where nm is the integral part of (2ir) 2X 122m so that

\2Trhm-1 - 2m| g 27r\'/2. For £ in /„ it follows that \hmi] - 2ir| g (l +27rX1/2)A„

and hence for large m, by consistency,

(2.2) inf \a(hmi¡ - 2t)""| è exp(-c«,X) è c > 0.

Since also lim,,.^ sup/m exp(— £2) = 0, we obtain from (2.1), for large m,

t2,hm á c2        2 cAm,

which concludes the proof.

We shall now show that for an individual v, an 0(h") maximum norm convergence

rate estimate for a fixed positive t implies that v G Ba"'\

Theorem 2.2.   Let l < s ^ p, and t > 0. Assume that for a fixed function v in Lm

there is a constant C such that, for nk = t,

\\Kv- E(t)v\\œ ̂  Ch\

Thenv<= S«,8-1.

Proof.   Without loss of generality, we take t — 1. Let / be a nonnegative C0"

function with support in (—1, 1) such that with /„(£) = /(£ — m) for m integer,

¿ /„<£) = 1 •
m = — co

For y > 0, we may then write

(2.3) ||p,||„ ú      Z      l|srW«f3)ll-
2'-'S \m\ S2> + '

For the purpose of estimating the terms in (2.3), consider now j and m satisfying

(2.4) 2'"1 S  m ^ 2,+1.

(Negative m can be treated in the same way.) Let f ^ 1 be such that for j ^ /'. there

exists, for any m satisfying (2.4), an integer nm with

(m - l)7(X(2x)2) < nm < (m + l)2/(X(2r)2).

Setting h„ = (Xnm)-1/2, we have, for £ in supp /„,

(2.5) -2 < £ - 2tK-J < 2.

Let em(i]) = a""(/zm£) — exp(— £2). We shall show that for j large enough em_1 exists

on supp fm and that, with the notation of Lemma 1.1,

(2.6) M(fme-J) g C.

By periodicity and (2.5), we have, in supp fn (cf. (2.2)),

\anm'hj¡)\ = W"'hJt - 2x)| ^ expí-cX-1) > 0.

Since exp (—£2) is small in supp fm if y is large, we see that there exists j2 ^ ji

such that for j 2: js, em~y exists on supp fm and
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(2.7) ||/ä||2 g C.

Since, by consistency, |a'(w)| = 0(|w|) as w tends to 0, we obtain, using the period-

icity and (2.5),

\De-\0\ -  \nman"-\hnÇ)hma'(hJO + 2£ exp(-£2)| \e'm2\ ̂  C.

Hence

(2.8) \\D(fme-J)\\2 g C.

Together, (2.7) and (2.8) prove (2.6).

We now note that, for j ^ 2, hm ̂  2ir(2''_1 - l)"1 ^ 8x2"'', and that by a simple

application of the definition, for j > 0, M(<p¡) = M(<p) = C. Hence, by Lemma 1.1,

(2.6) and by the hypothesis of the theorem, for j ^ j„ = max(j°2, 2) with km = \hm2,

\\Z~\<Pi1J)\U è M(<p,)M{Ue-¿)\\ (El: - E(1)M\- ^ Chi á CTU.

Since the summation in (2.3) involves less than 2-2'+1 terms, we obtain

(2.9) sup 2"-" IhlU ^ C.

Further we have, since v G L^,

(2.10) max 2/<,_1) \\o,\\„ g 2,',",)('"" max(A/(<p„), M(^)) ||u||„ ^ C.
¿<i»

Together, (2.9) and (2.10) prove the theorem.

We now present the main result of this section which estimates the error in the

maximum norm in terms of the smoothness of the initial data measured in L¡.

Theorem 2.3. Let 1 < s ^ p. Then there exists a constant C such that, for

v G B,',

\\Efr - E{nk)v\\„ ^ Ctí(nkYl/2 ||»||lf„        n = 1, 2, 3, • ■ •  .

Proof.   Defining ip-¡ = 0, we have in supp </>,-, for j ^ 0,

i+i

l-i-l

Hence we may write the error in the form

Eiv - E(nk)v = sr'ÍE^AíBftm Z »i))

where Fh(nk)(i;) = a'hC)" — exp(—nkf). Using Lemma 1.2, we obtain

\\Elv - E'nk)v\U ̂  Z   E   \\^-xdp,h(nkybi)\U
,'_0   ¡-¿-1

(2.11) á (2x)-' ¿   £  lkA(«*)||. Il»i||.
,=,0   I-Í-1

ú 3-2s(2x)-(¿ \WM«K)\\x 2"") IHI...-

For the purpose of estimating the terms in the latter sum, we shall prove that
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(2 12)        Ik'AG*)!!« = Ch\nk)-{' + l)/2 min(l, [2'(«A:)I/2]3+*),        2'A g sr/2,

g ChïinkT1'2, 2'h è r/2.

Assuming that these estimates have been proved, we obtain, since 1 < s,

¿ 11^,^(^)11,2-''
Í-0

^ Ch\nk)-in      Z      (2'(«A:),/2)3
2> (nJtW'Sl

+ Ch\nkTu + l)n Y. 2"" + Ch(nkYW2    Z    2'"-'
3'(»t)>/*il;2'i T/2» I¡í7/!1

g Ch\nk)-X'2,

with a constant depending on 5. By (2.11) this proves the theorem.

It remains to prove the estimates (2.12). Consider first the case hl' ^ x/2. Using

our accuracy and parabolicity assumptions, we obtain for |A£| g x, since s g p,

|A(«*XÖI =    2 a(hÇ)n-m-lr(ht) exp(- m\{htf)\
m-0

n-1

g  X) exp(-c(« - m - l)(h02)C \h£\2+' exp(-»iX(/i?)2)
m-0

è Cn \h£\2+' exp(-cn(/.£)2) = Ch'nk \£\2+' exp(-cnkf).

Hence

lkA(«*)||i ^ Ch'nk f |£|2+' exp(-c«*£2) rf£
J|{|S2l + 7

- CÄ'(«Ä)-<,+1,/2  f |z|2+' exp(-CZ2)
•M«IS(t7*W*2' + >

g CA'(^r('+1,/2 min(l, (2W/2)3+>).

This proves (2.12) in the case Th g x/2.

Consider now the case hl' ^ x/2. Obviously, we have

(2.13) ||«), exp(-n/t£2)l|i g C(n/c)_1/2 ^ C(nk)-l/2hV.

In order to estimate if¡a(hC)n, let

S, =  {m G Z; A2'_1 ^ 2x/w g A2'+1}.

We then have, using periodicity and parabolicity,

\WioWiT\\x á   I   f k(o«(AÈ - 2rmr\ «

(2.14) ^   Z    f exp(-c«A:£VS

^ C(nfc)~1/2  Z   1 ^ C(nk)-1/2h2\
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Together, (2.13) and (2.14) prove the desired inequality by use of the triangle in-

equality.

3. The General Parabolic Case. In this section, the object is to generalize the

main result of Section 2, Theorem 2.3, to the case of general parabolic systems and

difference operators. For simplicity, we consider only systems with time independent

coefficients.

Consider thus the initial-value problem

(3.1) ^ = P{x, D)u =     Z    Pa(x)D"u,       xER",    t> 0,
Ot |alS2JHr

(3.2) u(x, 0) = u(x),

where u, v are TV-vectors and Pa are N X N matrices which have bounded derivatives

of all orders. We assume that (3.1) is parabolic in Petrovskiï's sense so that the

eigenvalues X,(x, £) of (—1)* Zi«i-2m P«(x)k" satisfy, with c > 0,

Re \¡(x, 0 g -c \£\2M    for x, £ G Rd.

Consider also a difference operator Ek approximating the solution operator E(k)

of (3.1), (3.2), defined by a difference equation of the form

Z aß(x, h)'Ekv)(x + 8h)=   Z a'ß(x, h)v(x + ßh),
ß£zd ßez*

where kh~2M = X = constant and aß, aß' are N X N matrices which have bounded

derivatives of all orders in Rd X [0, h0] for some h0 > 0, and of which only finitely

many are nonzero. The operator Ek will be assumed to be accurate of order p so that,

for smooth solutions u of (3.1),

u(x, t + k) = Eku(x, t) + kO(h")    as h tends to 0.

We also assume that Ek is parabolic in the sense of John so that the eigenvalues

p,(x, to) of the matrix

( Z aß(x, 0) exp(í(/3, co»j   ( Z «i(*. 0) exp(/(/3, <o))J

satisfy, with c > 0,

\p,(x, co)| ^ exp(—c |w|2M)    for max |co,| ^ x.
i

In the technical work, we shall need the following norm:

IMU) = sup h"  Z K* + Jh)\-
íes'       íezJ

For the transition between this norm based on h mesh norms over translated meshes,

and la-norms, we have the following estimate.

Lemma 3.1. There exists a constant C independent of h such that, for all

v G W,\R%

IMIc», ^ c Z a"" II^IL
\al£d
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Proof. We may assume that v is smooth. By homogeneity, it suffices to consider

A = 1. Let Q denote a cube of side 1, centered at the origin. We then have

|o(0)| =2 C   Z    I \Dav(y)\dy.
]a\id   Jq

Hence, for any x G Rd, j G Zd,

\v(x + j)\ g C   Z    Í \Dau(y)\dy ,
lalsd   Jz+i+Q

and the result follows by summation over j and taking supremum in x.

The next two lemmas contain estimates for the continuous and discrete solution

operators which are simple consequences of known estimates for the fundamental

solutions in the two cases.

Lemma 3.2. Let 0 < T0 < Tu Then for any a there exists a constant C such that,

for v£ e0",

\\E(t)Dav\U ^ C\\v\\u        T0è t ^ 7V

Proof. Under our assumptions the initial-value problem (3.1), (3.2) has a funda-

mental solution T(x, t, y) such that (cf. [2, pp. 260-261]),

(/i i2M\l/(2M-l)\

~C\T~)        )'

Now

E{t)Dau(x) = f T(x, t, y)D"v{y) dy = (-1)'°' f D;T(x, t, y)v(y) dy,

and the result follows immediately.

In the following discrete analogue of Lemma 3.2, we use the notation

Ok  = dZS ■ ■ ■ d^d    with dhtiv(x) = (v(x + he,) — v(x))/h.

Lemma 3.3. Let 0 < T0 < 7V Then, for any a, there exists a constant C such that,

for v E e0",

II^pIU ^ C|Hlw.        n á nk ̂  T.

Proof. Here, there exists a discrete fundamental solution Th(x, nk, y) such that

(cf. [12])

|ót„I\(*, nk,y)\ ^ C((n + ij*)«*'«»/«"",

so that, by summation by parts,

Enkd^v(x) = hd    Z     r*(^. nk, y)àhv(y)
¡¡ex+hzd

= (-l),a,hd    Z     d^Th(x,nk,y)v(y),
¡/Gz + kZ'l

and again the result follows immediately.

As a final preparation for the main result, we quote the following crucial estimate

[13, Theorem 3],
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Lemma 3.4.   Let 0 < T0 < 7,. Then, there exists a constant C such that ifv G C0"

andvXO = 0/or max, |A£,| ^ x, rAen

||£t"p - £(«*)d|L è Ch> \\v\\a,        Toè nk è Tx.

We now state and prove the generalization of Theorem 2.3.

Theorem 3.1.   Let d < s ^ p, andO < T0 < 7\. Then, there exists a constant C

such that, for ¡) £ i?,',

\\E\v - E(nk)v\\a ^ Ch' ||p||,,„        T0 è nk g  7\.

Proo/.   We find easily, for |a| ^ d,

(3.3)
11 *>"«>/1 li =

í+i
z

z-,-1
sr'r Z *>.*>,*   ^ c Z w«v«) ii»iii.

ni     ¡-i-i

^ C2""1 ||p,|

Put Fh(nk)v = Eknv - E(nk)v.

For j with A2' ^ x/2, we have p, = 0 when max, |A£,| ^ x, so that for such j

we have, by Lemma 3.4 and (3.3),

(3.4)
I-Ftímkiu ̂  ch" i ml á ça" |HU< á ca"2;<í IKH,i

g CA'2-"-* IWIi...

On the other hand, when A2' ^ x/2, we have, by Lemma 3.3 (with a = 0), Lemma

3.1 and (3.3),

(3.5)

l|£3>,IL ̂  C||p,||(W g c Z A1"1 ||d"p,-||,
lalSd

^ c  Z (A2')1"1 INI, S C(hï)d 110,11,

^ CA<f2_'<-,,> IM

Also, for these 7, we have, by Lemma 3.2,

(3.6) ||£(«*)p,|L S C 110,11, g C2~" IHIi...

Altogether, we obtain, by (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6),

\\Fh(nk)v\U Ú  Z \\Fh(nk)v,\U
J-0

g c{a"     Z    2-"-" + A*     Z    2-'■(í-'i, +     Z    2-4 ||p|L.
<.        )i2'Sir/2 )>2i>7r/2 »2'>x/2 J

^ Ch' ||p|h...

which proves the theorem.

4. Smoothing of Initial Data. In this section, we adapt to the present context

the analysis in [8]. We begin by introducing a modification of the definition of a

smoothing operator in that paper: A family of linear translation invariant operators

Mh, 0 < A g h0, which is uniformly bounded in La, is called a family of smoothing
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operators of orders (p, v) if, for some number <5 with 0 < 8 ^ x/2, there are linear

translation invariant operators BhtJ0) (\a\ = p) and Bk,a{1) (\a\ = v) which are uni-

formly bounded in L, for A ̂  A0 and such that

(i) Mhv = v + h"   Z   DaB[°.lv    if ¡3(£) = 0 for A |£| > 28,

(ii) M,p = h'   Z  Oi^D if p«) = 0 for A |{| < i¿.

(Recall that dh" denotes divided forward differences.)

The difference compared to the definition in [8] consists in the fact that here we

allow two parameters p and v, whereas in [8] it was assumed that p = v. It is easy

to show, for instance, that in one dimension the averaging operator

/k/1
v(x — y) dy

(4.1) hn

=*-»(**!**)*

is of orders (2, 1), and the weighted averaging operator

(4.2) Mkv(x) = h-1 jf (1 - lA-^IM* ~y)dy= ST'(2 "^^'(fo

has orders (2, 2).

The main result in [8] is then that under the general assumptions of Section 3,

if T is positive and if Mh has orders (p, p) where p is the order of accuracy of the

difference operator, then there exists a constant C such that, for p G Co,

(4.3) \\E"kMhv - E(nk)v\U g Ch"'nk)~~"n2m \\v\\a,        0 ^ nk g  T.

We shall now prove a result which shows that in certain cases the second smoothing

parameter v may be reduced without loss of convergence rates. In particular, if we

consider the function x, of Example 1.1 with 0 < a < 1 and a difference operator of

accuracy p = 1, then (4.3) shows that we get second-order convergence for times

bounded away from zero by applying first the smoothing operator (4.2) of orders

(2, 2), whereas the following theorem shows that second-order convergence is attained

already by the operator (4.1) of orders (2, 1).

Theorem 4.1. Let the general assumptions of Section 3 hold. Let d < s ^ p,

0 < To < 7",, and assume that Mk has orders (p, v), where p is the order of accuracy of

the difference operator and v ^ p — s. Then there exists a constant C such that, for

v G B,-,

\\ElMkv - E(nk)v\U è Ch" \\u\\,,„        T0 g nk g  7\.

Proof. Consider first j such that A2' g 8. Using Lemma 3.4 and the fact that

Mh is bounded and translation invariant, and the same argument as in (3.4), we get

\\(Et - £(«A))MAp,|U á Ch" ||M,p,|U á CA" ||p,|L

g CA*2-Í(-'" INI,...

For these j, using (i) and Lemma 3.2 we further have (note that since supp(Äft, ol0)p,)

is compact, £>'*J9ft,a<0)pI exists)
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\\E(nk)(Mh - I)v,\U Ú Ch"   Z   \\E(nk)DaBl0)avi\U

Ú Ch"   Z   lll&ll. ^ CA" Hell, g CA"2-" IIpII,,..
lal-ii

Together, these estimates imply that, for A2' ^ 8,

(4.4) \\(ElMh - E(nk))v,\U Ú Ch"2-n-d) |jp||,...

To estimate the same quantity for A2' > 5, we first use (ii) and Lemmas 3.3 and

3.1, and get

II^M^IU è Ch'   Z   l|£fo"2Ci>,||- ̂ Ch'   Z   I|*"Ip,IIch
I a|=c |a|=v

(4.5) g CA'       Z       hm HoX'^lli è Ch'(h2'f ||p,||,
lal->;l/3lsd

g CA"-*+i2-H'-d) \\v\\i...

Let A denote the Laplacian, and let m be a nonnegative integer with 1m + s 2; p.

By Lemmas 3.2 and 1.1 we then also obtain, for A2' > 8,

\\E(nk)V,\\a è ||E(«*)A".r1(|Érï,,P,)|L

(4.6) g c n^dir2"*,)!!, g c z a«*. i?r2m) ikiii

á C2-(2«+.,.- |lt>||x>, ̂  C2-"1' ||p||,...

Altogether, we obtain, by (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6),

\\ElMkv- E<nk)v\\„

g c\h" Z 2~H'-d) + h"-'+d Z 2-,'(,-,i) + Z 2-"7 IHIi..
I h2'SS h2'>S h2'>S I

Ú CA'IMIi...

which concludes the proof of the theorem.
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